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stuff from last time…

• More implementation classes?
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How Good is Machine Translation?
Chinese > English
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How Good is Machine Translation?
French > English
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What is MT good (enough) for?
• Assimilation: reader initiates translation, wants to know content

• User is tolerant of inferior quality
• Focus of majority of research

• Communication: participants in conversation don’t speak same language
• Users can ask questions when something is unclear
• Chat room translations, hand-held devices
• Often combined with speech recognition

• Dissemination: publisher wants to make content available in other 
languages

• High quality required
• Almost exclusively done by human translators



review: neural MT
• we’ll use French (f) to English (e) as a running 

example 
• goal: given French sentence f with tokens f1, 

f2, … fn  produce English translation e with 
tokens e1, e2, … em 

• real goal: compute 
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arg max
e

p(e | f )



review: neural MT
• let’s use an NN to directly model 
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p(e | f )

p(e | f ) = p(e1, e2, …, el | f )

= p(e1 | f ) ⋅ p(e2 |e1, f ) ⋅ p(e3 |e2, e1, f ) ⋅ …

=
L

∏
i=1

p(ei |e1, …, ei−1, f )



seq2seq models

• use two different NNs to model  

• first we have the encoder, which encodes the 
French sentence f 

• then, we have the decoder, which produces 
the English sentence e
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L

∏
i=1

p(ei |e1, …, ei−1, f )



We’ve already talked about 
training these models… what 

about test-time usage?
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decoding
• given that we trained a seq2seq model, how 

do we find the most probable English 
sentence?  

• more concretely, how do we find  

• can we enumerate all possible English 
sentences e? 
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arg max
L

∏
i=1

p(ei |e1, …, ei−1, f )



decoding
• given that we trained a seq2seq model, how 

do we find the most probable English 
sentence?  

• easiest option: greedy decoding
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Better-than-greedy decoding?

• We showed how to generate (or “decode”) the target sentence 
by taking argmax on each step of the decoder

• This is greedy decoding (take most probable word on each step)
• Problems?
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Beam search
• in greedy decoding, we cannot go back and 

revise previous decisions!  

• fundamental idea of beam search: explore 
several different hypotheses instead of just a 
single one 

• keep track of k most probable partial translations 
at each decoder step instead of just one! 

Better-than-greedy decoding?

• Greedy decoding has no way to undo decisions! 
• les pauvres sont démunis (the poor don’t have any money)
• → the ____
• → the poor ____
• → the poor are ____

• Better option: use beam search (a search algorithm) to explore 
several hypotheses and select the best one

2/15/1827

the beam size k is usually 5-10
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Beam search decoding: example

Beam size = 2

2/15/1830

<START>

the
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Beam search decoding: example

Beam size = 2
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Beam search decoding: example

Beam size = 2
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Beam search decoding: example

Beam size = 2
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and so on…
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Beam search decoding: example

Beam size = 2
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Beam search decoding: example

Beam size = 2
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Beam search decoding: example

Beam size = 2
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what are the termination 
conditions for beam search?

does beam search always produce the best 
translation (i.e., does it always find the argmax?)

What if we want to maximize 
output diversity rather than find 
a highly probable sequence?
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What’s the effect of changing beam size k?

• Small k has similar problems to greedy decoding (k=1)

• Ungrammatical, unnatural, nonsensical, incorrect

• Larger k means you consider more hypotheses

• Increasing k reduces some of the problems above

• Larger k is more computationally expensive

• But increasing k can introduce other problems:

• For NMT, increasing k too much decreases BLEU score (Tu et al, Koehn 

et al). This is primarily because large-k beam search produces too-

short translations (even with score normalization!)

• In open-ended tasks like chit-chat dialogue, large k can make output 

more generic (see next slide)
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Neural Machine Translation with Reconstruction, Tu et al, 2017 https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.01874.pdf

Six Challenges for Neural Machine Translation, Koehn et al, 2017 https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.03872.pdf
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Effect of beam size in chitchat dialogue

15

Beam size Model response

1 I love to eat healthy and eat healthy

2 That is a good thing to have

3 I am a nurse so I do not eat raw food

4 I am a nurse so I am a nurse

5 Do you have any hobbies?

6 What do you do for a living?

7 What do you do for a living?

8 What do you do for a living?

I mostly eat a 
fresh and raw 
diet, so I save 
on groceries

Human 
chit-chat
partner

Low beam size:
More on-topic but
nonsensical; 
bad English

High beam size:
Converges to safe, 
“correct” response, 
but it’s generic and 
less relevant
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Sampling-based decoding

• Pure sampling
• On each step t, randomly sample from the probability 

distribution Pt to obtain your next word. 
• Like greedy decoding, but sample instead of argmax.

• Top-n sampling*
• On each step t, randomly sample from Pt, restricted to just 

the top-n most probable words
• Like pure sampling, but truncate the probability distribution
• n=1 is greedy search, n=V is pure sampling
• Increase n to get more diverse/risky output
• Decrease n to get more generic/safe output

16 *Usually called top-k sampling, but here we’re avoiding confusion with beam size k

Both of these are more 
efficient than beam search 
– no multiple hypotheses



The Curious Case of Neural Text Degeneration, Holtzman et al., 2020
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The Curious Case of Neural Text Degeneration, Holtzman et al., 2020



The Curious Case of Neural Text Degeneration, Holtzman et al., 2020
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Decoding algorithms: in summary

• Greedy decoding is a simple method; gives low quality output
• Beam search (especially with high beam size) searches for high-

probability output
• Delivers better quality than greedy, but if beam size is too 

high, can return high-probability but unsuitable output (e.g. 
generic, short)

• Sampling methods are a way to get more diversity and 
randomness
• Good for open-ended / creative generation (poetry, stories)
• Top-n sampling allows you to control diversity

• Softmax temperature is another way to control diversity
• It’s not a decoding algorithm! It's a technique that can be 

applied alongside any decoding algorithm.
18



onto evaluation…
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How good is a translation?
Problem: no single right answer
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Evaluation
• How good is a given machine translation system?

• Many different translations acceptable

• Evaluation metrics
• Subjective judgments by human evaluators
• Automatic evaluation metrics
• Task-based evaluation
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Adequacy and Fluency
• Human judgment

• Given: machine translation output
• Given: input and/or reference translation
• Task: assess quality of MT output

• Metrics
• Adequacy: does the output convey the meaning of the input sentence? Is 

part of the message lost, added, or distorted?
• Fluency: is the output fluent? Involves both grammatical correctness and 

idiomatic word choices.
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Fluency and Adequacy: Scales
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Let’s try:
rate fluency & adequacy on 1-5 scale



what are some issues 
with human evaluation?
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Automatic Evaluation Metrics
• Goal: computer program that computes quality of translations

• Advantages: low cost, optimizable, consistent

• Basic strategy
• Given: MT output
• Given: human reference translation
• Task: compute similarity between them
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Precision and Recall of Words
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Precision and Recall of Words
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BLEU 
Bilingual Evaluation Understudy
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Multiple Reference Translations
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BLEU examples
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BLEU examples

why does BLEU 
not account for 

recall?



what are some drawbacks of BLEU?

• all words/n-grams treated as equally relevant 
• operates on local level 
• scores are meaningless (absolute value not 

informative) 
• human translators also score low on BLEU

44
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Yet automatic metrics such as BLEU 
correlate with human judgement



Can we include learned components 
in our evaluation metrics?
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BLEURT (BLEU + BERT)
• Take a pretrained BERT, and fine-tune it on a 

variety of synthetic tasks with perturbed data 
• Synthetic data involves a sentence z and 

“perturbed” version z’ 
• Objectives include many regression tasks (e.g., 

predict BLEU, ROUGE, backtranslation 
likelihood) 

• Then, fine-tune the resulting model on small 
supervised datasets of human quality 
judgments
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BLEURT (BLEU + BERT)
• Take a pretrained BERT, and fine-tune it on a 

variety of synthetic tasks with perturbed data 
• Synthetic data involves a sentence z and 

“perturbed” version z’ 
• Objectives include many regression tasks (e.g., 

predict BLEU, ROUGE, backtranslation 
likelihood) 

• Then, fine-tune the resulting model on small 
supervised datasets of human quality 
judgments
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Higher correlation with 
human judgments than just 
BLEU, but has limitations…


